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The Market

Or The Free Rider 
Syndrome Redux

Alles
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The changes occurring in social structures around us are often at first 
imperceptible: we bump into them sporadically but without really 
registering the differences they create in the structures around us. 

Then all of a sudden we realize that some new phenomenon, some new 
social structure, is about to become a new normal. 

Cyber markets have been such a case.
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But let’s first start with the known. One of the characteristics of 
production of goods and services in industrial society is that size, by 
creating internal economies, leads to competitive cost advantages. 

Conversely, ability to create brand differentiation and other inelasticities in 
monopolistic competitive markets enables firms to sell at mark-up prices 
above what the mythical undifferentiated competition would allow for. 

A diagram of monopolistic competition.  From “The End of Rational  Economics”
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Privatizations of entities, which provide products that are near-natural 
monopolies, are especially prone to lead to extreme monopolistic 
exploitation. A case in point is toll highway 407, built for public money but 
privatized in 1999 by the neoliberal Harris government. Since not using the 
highway would entail high opportunity costs in time spent for many, its use 
has an inelastic nature, which is the precondition for mark-up pricing.

With no government control over price setting (despite Harris original claim 
to the contrary, which the later Liberal government found out was facetious), 
its pricing strategies have been agressively mark-up pricing. Consequently, 
profits have been stupendous: revenue of $734 mio. with net income of $174 
mio for 2012 which grew to $801 mio. and $249 mio, respectively, for 2013. 

But this was not enough. In March 2015 fees were raised yet again:

407 fee structure before March 1st, 2015:

Peak Hours, Mon-Fri 7am-9am & 4pm-6pm        30.20¢/km
407 fee structure after March 1st, 2015
Peak Hours Mon-Fri  7am-9am                          34.13¢/km
Peak Hours Mon-Fri  4pm-6pm                          34.74¢/km

Morning and afternoon peak hours are now priced differently.
The price for the morning commute went up13%.
The price for the afternoon commute went up15%.



The Internet plays an increasing role in the buying and selling of things. 

But by itself it is not a big change: whether you order your groceries for 
delivery by the phone or by an Internet email doesn’t mean much. The 
latter does not makes the transaction a true cyber market transaction.
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During the 2000s, markets for Internet mediated products, such as social 
networking, developed. The consequence was that monopolistic competitive 
advantages and power of size intensified due to the self-reinforcing market 
power created by the Internet’s tendency to develop node convergences. 

In these new markets, established power structures are not only of an 
economic nature, but also of social and political nature. 

They always pretend that the power they 
obtain works to provide friendly services for 
you and me



Some of the first companies to exploit cyber market possibilities were 
cyber actions houses, such as ebay.  

However, cyber action houses does not set prices, only organizing the 
market search function, i.e. facilitating sellers and buyers finding each 
other, for which the cyber action houses earn a fee. 
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A characteristic of true cyber markets is that not only the market search 
function, but also the functions of price setting and accounting transfer to 
intermediaries connecting the buyers and sellers over the Internet. 

Uber, providing taxi-like services, and Airbnb, hotel-like services, are such 
companies. Again, the Internet’s natural tendency to lead to node 
convergence creates strong monopolistic conditions, reaped by the 
intermediary and not the actual service providers. 



The new market form will obviously have impacts on the market’s use of 
labour. Currently, the typical North American taxi driver is a self-
employed immigrant upon whom a family depends. 

He is regulated, pay license fees and income taxes. It’s a tough business 
and long hours are often needed to make a decent income.



In contrast, currently typical providers of cyber market services tend to 
be people who are looking for side incomes. 

To the extent that the new cyber markets will disrupt existing labour 
market structures, there will be substantial income shifting effects, with 
contingent social consequences. Part of this income shifting will be that 
the intermediaries will be able to extract substantial monopolistic profits.

Ly f t car dr iver : a 
student with a side job
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In unregulated capitalist markets, suppliers often take advantage of spikes 
in demand, even when these are caused by tragic accidents. For instance, 
after an airplane crash on the runway of San Francisco’s airport in Nov 
2013, which closed the airport for several days, some hotels jacked up 
prices, so that rooms that normally cost $100-150 went for $1,000.  

Rescued passengers in SF airport, Nov. 2013
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In non-cyber markets, physical surveillance or knowledge of the market must 
exist before suppliers can set surge pricing. 

In cyber markets, algorithms take care of the surveillance function. When 
Central Sydney was put in partial lockdown during the December 2014 
hostage crisis, Uber prices surged to 4 times of normal before outrage 
forced it to back down and override the algorithm.
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Cyber-based service companies not only benefit from the monopolistic 
conditions they thrive on. Due to the cyber nature of their accounting 
functions, these can be located anywhere in the world. 

This means that they almost automatically can take full advantage of the 
abilities to shift profits to low or even zero tax jurisdictions that the 
financial sector has developed for the large multinational corporations.

Hamilton, capital of Bermuda. Big money 
flows in but not so many jobs.



“I regard the Netherlands as the central European hub in corporate tax avoidance,” said 
Sven Giegold, a member of the EU parliament from Germany’s Green Party. “The main 
challenge is you need consensus within the EU, and waiting for consensus on tax 
matters is like waiting for Godot.”

U b e r s e r v i c e s i s 
delivered by a private 
contractor in country 
( 1 ) . T h e i n v o i c e , 
calculated by the Uber 
Netherlands (2), pops 
up on both the drivers 
and the customers 
sma r t phone s a nd 
payment is withdrawn 
f r o m c u s t o m e r ’ s 
c r e d i t c a r d a n d 
transferred by Uber to 
dr i ver ’s des i gnated 
account. Uber NL takes 
20% and sends its profit 
to Bermuda (3) where 
there is no employees.

UBER’s profit 



Monopolists always fight for their advantages. A case in point is the privately 
owned Ambassador Bridge, the World’s busiest trade corridor, which for 
long has been inadequate for the traffic it carries.

After the U.S. and Canada recently decided to build a second bridge, with 
the actual project in Canadian hands, the owner of Ambassador Bridge sued 
Canada under NAFTA’s ISDS clauses!!
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Uber takes the fight for monopolistic position to a new level. It has been 
revealed that it hires people and provides them with untraceable phones and 
credit cards so that they can set up accounts with Lyft, an upcoming 
competitor to Uber in the U.S. 

These folks then hires order fake rides with Lyft, thus bogging it down and 
causing its drives to spend time on no-income goose chases. 

But also competitors out of 
the way
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Occupy Economics Toronto

See you next time


